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ALMOST PRETOPOLOGICAL 
CONVERGENCE SPACES

Sang Ho Park

Abstract In this paper, we introduce the notion of almost topolog
ical convergence spaces and almost pretopological convergence spaces, 
and prove that these are product invariant.

1. Introduction

A convergence structure defined by Kent [4] is a correspondence 
between the filters on a given set X and the subsets of X which specifies 
which filters converge to which points of X. This concept is defined to 
include types of convergence which are more general than that defined 
by specifying a topology on X. Thus, a convergence structure may be 
regarded as a generalization of a topology.

With a given convergence structure g on a set X, Kent [4] intro
duced associated convergence structures which are called a topological 
modification, a pretopological modification and a pseudotopological 
modification. Also, Kent [2] introduced product convergence struc
tures.

In. this paper, we obtained two inequalities (Proposition 5) which 
hold between modifications of the product convergence structure and 
the product convergence structure of modihcation인 associated with the 
factor convergence structures. Also, we introduce the notion of almost
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topological convergence spaces and almost pretopological convergence 
spaces, and prove that these are product invariant.

2. Preliminaries

A convergence structure g on a set X is defined to be a function 
from the set F(X) of all filters on. X into the set P(X) of all subsets 
of X, satisfying the following conditions:

(1) x G g(i) for all z € X;
(2) $ C implies g($) C g(0;
(3) x € q(e)implies x 6 Cl i),

where x denotes the principal ultrafilter containing {x}; $ and 史 are in 
E(X). Then the pair (X, q) is called a convergence space. If x E g(由), 
then we say that $ q-converges to x. The filter Vq(x) obtained by 
intersecting all filters which g-converge to x is called the q-neighborhood 
filter at x If Vq(x) ^-converges to x for each z € X, then q is said to be 
pretopological and the pair (X, q) is called a pretopological convergence 
space. A convergence structure q on X is said to be pseudotopological 
if e g-converges to x whenever each ultrafilter finer than $ g-converges 
to and the pair (X, q) is called a pseudotopological convergence space.

A convergence structure g on X is said to be topological if q is 
pretopological and for each x E the filter Vq(x) has a filter base 
Bq(x) with the following property:

y E G(z) e Bq(x) implies G(x、) e Bq(y).

Then (X, q) is called a topological convergence space.

Let C(X) be the set of all convergence structures on X, partially 
orded as follows:

q. <q2 iff % (9 匸 ％ (①)for all $ e F(X).

If qx < g2, then we say that qY is coarser than q2, and q2 is finer than

For any q e C(X), we define the following related convergence struc
tures, Q(g)j「(g) and 시:g)：
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(1) w € p(q)@) iff a? e g(W) for each ultrafilter W finer than
(2) rr 6 %(?)($) iff 岭(游 U Q
(3) x E A(q)($) iff Uq[x) U where Uq{x) is the filter generated by 

난le sets U € Vq(x) which have the property: y CU implies U G Vq(y). 
In this case, p(q\ %(§) and 人(g) are called the pseudotopologtcal modifi
cation^ the pretopological modification and the topological modification 
of q, and the pairs (X"(g)), (X“r(q)) and (X)시顶)) are called 난le 
pseudotopologzcal 'modzfication^ the pretopological modification and the 
topological modification of (X, q), respectively.

Proposition 1((4]). (1) p(q) %s the finest pseudotopology coarser 
than q

(2) ?r(g) is the finest pretopology coarser than q.
(3) 入(q) zs the finest topology coarser than q.
(4) A(?) < 7F(g) < p(q) < q.

Let / be a map from X into Y and $ a filter on X. Then /($) 
means the filter generated by (/(F) \ F e $).

Let / be a map from a convergence space (X, q) to a convergence 
space (y,p). Then f is said to be continuous at a point z £ X： if 
the filter /($) on Y p-converges to /(x) for every filter ① on X q- 
converging to x If f is continuous at every point x E X, then f is 
said to be continuous. Also, f is said to be neighborhood preserving^ if

= /(峋(源).

Let (X入,q人)be a convergence space, X = IIxeA^A the product of 
sets and P\： X —> (X入，q人)the A-th projection for each A G A The 
product convergence structure q on X is defined by specifying that for 
any x e X and $ e F(X),

x e q($) iff Px(x) E q)(R(e)) for each A E A

In this case, the product convergence struct나re q is denoted by [L低a 
and the pair (X〉q) is called the product convergence space of {(X人,q〉) | 
A G A). The product convergence structure q is the coarsest conver
gence structure on X with respect to which all projections P\. X —> 
(X加 qx) are continuous. We know that, given a filter 全人 on X\ for each 
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A G A, the family {我'(」8入)| B\ e A e A} has the finite intersec
tion property. The product filter of {①入 | A G A} means the filter on X 
which has a base the set of subsets of X of the form flx&v我'(B入)： 
where B\ € 臥 for each A € A and A' is a finite subset of A. The 
product filter of {鱼入 | A e A} is denoted by P[AgA and this product 
filter $ = ILcaQx is the coarsest filter on X such that P\($)=由入 
for each A e A.(See p64, [1])

Proposition 2 ([7] J이). Let (Xa,qx) be a convergence space for 
each A E A and (X, q) the product convergence space of {(X，>q入)| A € 
A}. Then the following hold:

(1) qx is pretopological for each A E \ iff q is pretopological.
(2) qx is pseudotopologzcal for each A E iff q is pseudotopological.
(3) p© = TIaea P(?a)? where p{q) and p(qx) are the pseudotopolog

ical modifications of q and q\, respectively.

Proposition 3 ([6]). Let (X*7r(g人))be the pretopological modifi
cation of convergence space (X、for each A G A. Then the following 
are equivalent:

(a) IIxeA ^(^a) = 7「(11心 4异
(b) 而 ma 以(时=IIxga 卩頌(月⑴)for each xeX = IIxeA X*

Proposition 4. Let (X刘 q\) be a convergence space for each A G A 
and (X, g) the product convergence space of {(X)“g入)\ X G A}.

If qx ts topological for each A € A? then q %s topological.

Proof. Suppose that q> is topological for each A € A. Let x E X 
and P\(x) = Then the filter Vqxhas a filter base Bqx(x\) with 
the following property: y\ G G\ e Bqximplies G\ E Bqx(y\). Let 
Bq{x) be the family of subsets of X of the form QAgA/ where
B\ e Bqx(a;a) and Az is a finite subset of A Then Bq{x) is the filter 
base for the product filter fJAeA I頌(z入).Since q\ is pretopological, by 
Proposition 3, we obtain JJaea (^a)=此(⑦)，Therefore, Bq(x) is 
the filter base for Vq(x). Let y E G E Bq(x) and G = QA€A/ 
where B\ G Bqx and A' is a finite subset of A. Then y E 
and hence P\(y) € B\ for each A e Thus, B\ € Bqx(P\(?/)) and 
G G Bq(&). Consequently, q is topological.
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It is clear that given convergences q〉、and p\ on X\ for each A € A, 
if qx < Px for each A G A, then, < FIxgaPa-

The following Proposition 5 is an immediate result of Proposition 
1, Proposition 2 and Proposition 4.

Proposition 5. Let (X* 人(q入))，(Xa, 7f((?a))血(X人，p(q人))be the 
topological, the pretopological and the pseudotopological modification of 
convergence space (X)“q成)for each A € A, respectively. Then the 
following hold.

⑴ n 시g A(n w - 成

AGA AeA AGA

⑵ n 시 w - n< 7r(n，*) 
A^A AeA AGA

< p(n =n 心)-n 奴
A 시 k A.

3. Main Results

Given convergence space (X, g), we know that g(A4) = p(g)(A4) for 
each ultrafilter A4 on X, that is , every convergence structure is almost 
pseudotopological.

Let ((Xa, q\) | A G A} be a family of covergence spaces. Then we 
know that p(f]AeA q\) = p(q>), that is, every family of conver
gence structures is pseudotopologzcally coherent.

In this chapter, we will study characterizations of almost pretopolog
ical convergence structure and almost toplogical convergence structure. 
Also, we show that almost pretopological space and almost topological 
space are product invariant.

Definition 6 ([6]). Let (X)q) be a convergence space. Then q is 
said to be an almost pretopological (resp. almost topological ) conver
gence structure provided that

q(人4) = 冗(q)(人4) (resp. q(・M) = 시也(人4))
for all ultrafilters /A on X
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Theorem 7. Let (X, q) be a convergence space. Then q is almost 
pretopologtcal iff p(g)=冗(q).

Proof. It is clear that p(g) > 冗(q). Suppose that q is almost 
pretopological. We show that p{q) < 7r(g). Let $ be a filter on X 
and x € 行(q)(0>). Also, let M. be an ultrafilter on X with $ C A4. 
Then x C j「(9)(由)U "(q)(人4) = g(A4). Therefore x € p(g)($), and so 
P(Q)< 7「(g) Consequently, p© =冗(q).

Conversely, suppose that p(q) = tt(q) Let M be an ultrafilter on X. 
Then, ?r(q)(A4) = p(q)(M) = q(M)、Thus q is almost pretopological. 
The proof is complete.

Theorem 8. Let (X)q) be a convergence space. Then q zs almost 
topological iff p(q) = X(q).

Proof. It is clear that p{q) > 人(g). Suppose that q is almost 
topologicaL We show that p(q) < A(g). Let $ be a filter onX)x G 
A(q)($) and $ be an ultrafilter on X with $ C A4. Then x & 人(g)(鱼)U 
X(q)(A4) = Thus x e p(^)($), and so A(^)($) C Qq)(臥
Consequently,入(g) > p(g), that is, p(q)= 入(q).

Conversely, suppose that p(q) = A(q). Let M be an ultrafilter on X. 
Then A(g)(A4) = p(g)(人。=q(人M). Therefore q is almost topological. 
The proof is complete.

Corollary 9. Let (X, g) be a convergence space on X. Then the 
following hold:

(1) If q is pretopological^ then q is almost pretopological .
(2) If q is topological, then q is almost topologicaL
(3) If q zs almost topological, then q is almost pretopological.

Proof. The proof is clear from Proposition 1 (4), Theorem 7 and 
Theorem 8.

Theorem 10. Let (X, q) be a convergence space. Then the following 
hold ;

(1) q is pretopological iff q is almost pretopological and pseudotopo- 
logzcal.

(2) q %s topological iff q %s almost topological and pseudotopologicaL
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Proof. (1) Suppose that q is almost pretopological and pseudo- 
topological. Then p[q) = and q — p(g). Thus q = 穴(q) and so q 
is pretopological. The converse is clear.

(2) The proof is similar to (1).

Theorem 11. Let (X*q人)be a convergence space for each A E A 
and (X, q) the product convergence space of {(X\, q\) | A € A}. Then 
the following hold:

(1) If q\ is almost pretopological for each A G then q is almost 
pretopological.

(2) If qx is almost topological for each A G A7 then q is almost 
topological.

Proof (1) Suppose that q> is almost pretopological for each A E 
A. Then p{q\) = 7r(qx)- By Proposition 5, we obtain p(q) = tt(q) 
Consequently, q is almost pretopological.

(2) The proof is similar to (1)

Definition 12 ([2], [8]). Let {(X*q)) | A G A} a family of 
covergence spaces . The family of convergence structures {qx | A G A} 
zs said to be pretopologically (resp topologically) coherent provided that

7「(m)=n 7r(9x) (resp. 시u=n 시，*))• 

AeA AeA AeA aga

Theorem 13 Let (X人，q入)be a convergence space for each A G A 
and (X, g) the product convergence space of {(X^, qx) | A G A). Then 
the following hold:

(1) If q\ zs almost pretopological for each A E A? then {qx | A G A} 
pretopologzcally coherent and gA(^) = ILgkK入(R3))for each， 
x e X.

(2) If qx is almost topological for each A G A. then {qx | A G A} is 
topologically coherent.
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Proof. (1) Since q\ is almost pretopological, p(q〉、、) = tf(qa) for each 
A € A. Thus Haga = IIaca By Proposition 5, we obtain 
[L\eA7「(g成)=7T(nAeA?A)- Therefore, (?x | A G A} is pretopologically 
coherent. The remain is clear from Proposition 4, and this result is 
equal to Kent [6].

(2) The proof is similar to (1)
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